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SUMMARY 

Breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related death in 

females affecting 1 in every 10 women worldwide. 

Mammography, ultrasound imaging, and MRI, are the primary 

diagnostic tools, however 15% of cancers are missed. 

Suspicious lesions are referred for surgical biopsy or removal. 

During these procedures the breast is placed in completely 

different orientations and loading conditions, which can lead 

to difficulties in localising lesions. Biomechanical models of 

the breast can be used to co-locate information between the 

various medical images to identify tumour locations, while 

also providing the ability to predict their locations during 

different biopsy or surgical procedures. In this study we 

created patient specific, heterogeneous 3D finite element 

models of breast biomechanics to provide the ability to predict 

deformation under different clinical procedures. We verified 

the potential applicability of such modelling in simulating the 

prone to supine position for two volunteers and obtained good 

agreements to reference supine images obtained from MRI, 

(skin fit RMSE under 3.5 mm). These results show the 

potential of such models and their applicability to predicting 

breast deformation under gravity loading during clinical 

procedures. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Biomechanical models of the breast can be used to co-locate 

information between the various medical images to identify 

tumour locations, while also providing the ability to predict 

their location during different biopsy or surgical procedures. 

The effectiveness of these methods largely depends on how 

well they can represent the mechanical response of the tissues 

that constitute the breast under these various loading 

conditions. Previous studies have simulated individual-

specific deformation from the supine position (typical for 

surgical procedures) to the prone position (typically used in 

MR scanning) using homogeneous finite element (FE) models 

of the breast [1]. However, these studies required information 

derived from both supine and prone MR scans, and applied 

observed displacement boundary constraints to the models, 

which diminishes their capacity to predict deformation based 

only on the loading conditions. Other studies have accounted 

for this modelling the supine to standing position using 

heterogeneous FE models for the purposes of surgical 

planning [2]. For clinical imaging, however, prone MR scans 

are the most common, thus developing a framework for 

predicting deformation from the prone position to, for 

example, the standing or supine position would be beneficial. 

The present study builds on previous patient specific 

homogeneous models created for predicting deformation 

under such conditions [3] and aims to extend the outcomes to 

include modelling of internal breast tissues. For verifying the 

potential applicability of such a model, we used digitized 

supine MRI skin surface data solely to provide information for 

identifying the different tissue properties in the breast. 

 

METHODS 

Subject-specific finite element (FE) models of two volunteers 

were created by fitting cubic Hermite shape functions [4] to 

skin and rib-muscle data from segmented prone MR images 

[3] as shown in figure 1. The root-mean-squared error 

(RMSE) in the fits to the skin surfaces were 1.0 mm and 0.8 

for volunteers 1 and 2, respectively, and 1.3 mm and 0.8, 

respectively for the rib-muscle surfaces, respectively. 

Segmentation of the internal breast tissue into the constituents 

(fat, fibroglandular and muscle), was performed using 

intensity thresholding and connected component analysis.  

          
 

Figure 1:  Volunteer 2 digitized prone MRI skin fitted to 

prone FE model (left), fibroglandular and muscle 

segmentations (right). 

 

Finite elasticity theory was used to model the large-

deformations of the breast under gravity loading [3]. The 

mechanical response of the breast tissues was modelled using 

an ideally incompressible hyperelastic neo-Hookean 

constitutive relation whose strain energy function, Ψ, defined 

as Ψ = c(I1 − 3), and contains a single stiffness parameter c. 

Each breast tissue was described using a different stiffness 

parameter, namely cfat, cfibro, and cmuscle, for fat, fibroglandular 

and muscle tissue, respectively. These parameters were 

incorporated into the geometric model by applying their 

weighted combination to Gauss quadrature points in each 

element of the mesh. This was achieved using a kd-tree 



algorithm, which allocated each segmented tissue point to its 

geometrically closest Gauss point, thereby allowing the 

weighted contribution of each of the three tissues to be 

determined at each Gauss point. Densities of 928 kg/m
3
, 1035 

kg/m
3 
[5], and 1060 kg/m

3
 [6] were used for fat, fibroglandular 

and muscle tissue, respectively. These values were weighted at 

each Gauss point in a similar manner to the constitutive 

parameters. For the homogeneous breast simulations a density 

of 1000 kg/m
3
 was used and a homogenous stiffness, chomog, 

determined. Displacement converged models with 3150 

degrees of freedom were used in these simulations with 4 

Gauss points along each of the three element coordinates. 

 

It was assumed that the breast tissues and muscles were firmly 

attached to the rib cage, and therefore fixed kinematic 

constraints were applied on the rib surface of the model. The 

supine position was obtained by first finding the unloaded 

state [7] from the prone fitted model. Once this unloaded state 

was determined, gravity loading in the supine position was 

simulated. The Matlab lsqnonlin algorithm was used to 

perform non-linear least-squares optimization for the 

parameters of interest. The objective function was the sum of 

squared errors from the closest point to surface projection 

between digitized skin data of the supine MR scan and the 

surface of the model [3]. The RMSE of the supine data on the 

model was used to assess the quality of fit. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results for homogeneous and heterogeneous identification 

are shown in table 1, while the heterogeneous FE model 

simulated supine positions for each volunteer are presented in 

figure 2. 

 
 

Figure 2:  Heterogeneous FE model simulated prone to supine 

deformation for volunteer 1 (left) and volunteer 2 (right). 

 

The results show a decreased skin RMSE error between 

homogeneous (data not shown) and heterogeneous models for 

volunteer 1 and provide a clear distinction between the 

obtained stiffness parameters for each tissue. As expected, the 

homogeneous stiffness identified is between the parameters 

obtained for heterogeneous identification. On the other hand, 

the results for volunteer 2 show little distinction between the 

identified tissues for the heterogeneous model. It can be seen 

that these parameters do correspond with the chomog stiffness 

parameter obtained in the homogeneous identification 

procedure accompanied by a slight reduction in the RMSE. 

This suggests that constructing the objective function solely 

on skin information alone, may not provide sufficient 

information for robust identification of internal tissues for 

certain individuals due to the lack of constraints being placed 

on values the parameters can take. Future work will aim at 

tracking the skin surface using stereoscopic imaging for more 

robust identification of parameters and providing an 

assessment of the identifiability of the parameters. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study we created heterogeneous 3D FE models of the 

breast whose deformation is based on the loading conditions, 

thus providing the ability to predict deformation under 

different clinical procedures. We verified the potential 

applicability of such a model in simulating the prone to supine 

position for two volunteers and found we obtained good 

agreements between our supine model predictions and data 

from MRI of the supine breast.  
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Table 1: Prone to supine homogeneous and heterogeneous parameter identification results. 

 

Volunteer chomog (kPa) Skin RMSE (mm) cmuscle (kPa) cfibro (kPa) cfat (kPa) Skin RMSE (mm) 

1 0.14 4.4 0.36 0.14 0.06 3.5 

2 0.07 3.0 0.08 0.06 0.08 2.9 

 


